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Abstract—Unpaired image-to-image translation (UNIT) aims to map images between two visual domains without paired training data. However, given a UNIT model trained on certain domains, it is difficult for current methods to incorporate new domains because they often need to train the full model on both existing and new domains. To address this problem, we propose a new domain-scalable UNIT method, termed as latent space anchoring, which can be efficiently extended to new visual domains and does not need to fine-tune encoders and decoders of existing domains. Our method anchors images of different domains to the same latent space of frozen GANs by learning lightweight encoder and regressor models to reconstruct single-domain images. In the inference phase, the learned encoders and decoders of different domains can be arbitrarily combined to translate images between any two domains without fine-tuning. Experiments on various datasets show that the proposed method achieves superior performance on both standard and domain-scalable UNIT tasks in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Unsupervised image-to-image translation, multi-domain image translation, semantic structure alignment, GANs prior.

1 INTRODUCTION

Image-to-image translation aims to map images from one visual domain to another (Fig. 1a), where visual domains can be different image modalities (e.g., RGB ↔ sketch), styles (e.g., winter ↔ summer), or objects (e.g., horse ↔ zebra). Due to the scarcity of paired data, unpaired image-to-image translation (UNIT) methods [1], [2], [3] have been proposed to learn a bi-directional mapping between image domains (Fig. 1b). However, it is challenging to extend UNIT into more than two domains. Multi-domain UNIT methods are thus proposed to avoid the complexity of learning translators for all pairs of domains, which maintain a shared latent space for all available domains (Fig. 1c) while an encoder and a decoder of each domain are trained to map images to the shared feature space and invert features back to images, respectively.

One major weakness of existing multi-domain UNIT models is the lack of scalability, i.e., once the model is trained on certain domains, it is difficult to extend the model to unseen domains. The reason behind this is that the shared latent space of existing methods corresponds to the domains where the training data come from. When adding new domains, the shared feature space would be changed. Therefore, one often needs to fine-tune all existing encoders and decoders to make it remap between images and the new shared latent space (Fig. 2a). In this work, we present a domain-scalable UNIT method, named latent space anchoring, which enables an improved flexibility to extend into new domains without fine-tuning on existing domains. It encodes images from each domain to the latent space of a pretrained GAN via an encoder and aligns the perceptual structure of corresponding images by the reconstruction task via a decoder. As shown in Fig. 2b, to add

Fig. 1: An illustration of the image-to-image translation paradigms. (a) Dual-domain paired image translation, e.g., Pix2Pix [4] and SPADE [5], learns a one-way mapping $T_{A\rightarrow B}$ from domain $A$ to domain $B$. (b) Dual-domain unpaired image translation, e.g., CycleGAN [1] and UNIT [2], learns a bi-directional mapping $T_{A\rightarrow B}$ and $T_{B\rightarrow A}$ between two domains. (c) Many-to-many unpaired image translation, e.g., StarGAN [1] and DRIT++ [6], learns mappings between any two domains via a shared feature space $H$, encoders $E_{\{A,B,C\}}$, and decoders $D_{\{A,B,C\}}$. (d) Our latent space anchoring method learns mappings between any two domains via the latent space $p(z)$ of a frozen GAN $G$. 
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TABLE 1: A summarization of image-to-image translation tasks and methods. \((\cdot)\) denotes the data used in a single training. \((\cdot, \cdot)\) denotes the paired data between domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Translation Task</th>
<th>Representative Methods</th>
<th>Training Data Fixed Domains</th>
<th>Training Data Adding a Domain X</th>
<th>Inference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paired dual-domain I2I</td>
<td>Pix2Pix [4], SPADE [5]</td>
<td>((A, B))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(A \rightarrow B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaired dual-domain I2I</td>
<td>CycleGAN [1], UNIT [2]</td>
<td>((A, B))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(A \leftrightarrow B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Adding a new domain \(X\) to a learned UNIT model. Red: Models that need to be fine-tuned. Blue: Models that need to be trained from scratch. (a) Existing methods usually need to fine-tune the full model on data of all available image domains. (b) Our method only needs to learn an encoder \(E_X^{\text{new}}\) and a decoder \(D_X^{\text{new}}\) on data of the new domain \(X\), then images of the domain \(X\) can be translated from/to previous domains via the latent space of the generator.

A new domain \(X\) into our model, one only needs to train an encoder and a decoder on the data of a new domain, which are lightweight networks that embed \(X\)’s images to the latent space of GANs and reconstruct the images from the latent space. Because the GAN latent space does not depend on specific visual domains, we do not need to fine-tune all existing encoders and decoders when extending the model into new domains. Once the domain \(X\) has been incorporated into the existing UNIT model, images of the domain \(X\) can be translated to any other existing domains and vice versa, since one can use the encoder of the source domain and the regressor of the target domain to translate images between any two arbitrary domains. The intuition and realization of our latent space anchoring method will be detailed in Sec. 3.

In the experiments, we benchmark our method on various image domains \(e.g.,\) human face images, animal face images, natural images, semantic segmentation masks, sketch drawings, and landmark maps), two image-to-image translation settings \(e.g.,\) the domain-fixed UNIT setting and the domain-scalable UNIT setting, and two GANs generator backbones \(e.g.,\) StyleGAN2 [9] and BigGAN-deep [10]. In quantitative and qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art methods, our method achieves impressive synthesis performances on challenging multi-domain UNIT tasks characterized by large domain gaps. This is a significant improvement over existing UNIT methods that usually only handle small domain gaps, \(i.e.,\) slight changes of colors, weather conditions, or facial attributes [1], [7]. User study results also validate the superior visual quality and good structure consistency of the images produced by our method. Ablation studies on the learning objectives and network architectures further reveal the effects of different pipeline design choices. In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

- We propose a domain-scalable challenge of UNIT methods — to give the models an improved flexibility to extend into new domains without training the full model on the data of all available domains.
- We present a novel UNIT method named latent space anchoring to tackle the challenging task. It aligns the semantic structures of multi-domain images by reconstructing single-domain images from the latent space of frozen GANs.
- We conduct comprehensive experiments on various image domains, UNIT tasks, and different powerful GANs backbones. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods, as well as the user study, validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Unsupervised Image Translation (UNIT)

The unpaired/unsupervised image translation task aims to translate unpaired images between two domains [3], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. One popular approach is based on the cyclic consistency, \(e.g.,\) CycleGAN [1], DiscoGAN [19], and DualGAN [20], which enforces synthesized images to be faithfully translated back to their original domain. CUT [3] further learns patch-wise correspondence between input and synthesized image patches via contrastive learning based on the CycleGAN [1] scheme. Another approach, \(e.g.,\) UNIT [2], embeds images of different domains to one shared latent space. In this work, we use the latent space of a pretrained GAN as the intermediate anchor and independently align domains to the anchor to achieve the translation between domains.

2.2 UNIT of Multiple Domains

To efficiently translate images among more than two domains, multi-domain image translation methods [21], [22], [23], \(e.g.,\) StarGAN [7], build unified models to learn one-to-one mappings between the shared latent space and input domains. To sample multimodal translation results between domains, MUNIT [24] and DRIT [25] decompose the latent space into a shared content space and an unshared style space. Recent works [6], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] combines the multi-domain and multimodal UNIT. For more details, we refer readers to [34].
Despite the progress, it remains hard to efficiently update an existing model with new domains, which often involves training or fine-tuning all previous models. To avoid such fine-tuning, ComboGAN [35] trains a separate encoder and decoder for the new domain and aligns its latent space to existing domains via cyclic consistency loss. However, it still requires images from existing domains during training. In contrast, our proposed method only needs the new-domain images. We briefly summarize different image translation tasks and corresponding representative methods in Table 1. Distinct to the existing image translation methods, our method is trained on images of single domains based on the latent space anchoring algorithm. In addition, it is domain-scalable, i.e., it can be efficiently scalable to unseen domains with much fewer training efforts.

2.3 GANs as Image Priors

General applications. Many existing works have employed pretrained GANs as image priors to various downstream tasks. One approach, e.g., GAN-Dissection [36] enables the manipulation of the semantics of images generated by GANs by discovering their relationship with feature representations. Another approach uses GAN inversion methods [37], [38], [39] to embed images back into the latent space of pretrained GANs, leading to applications in image editing [40], [41], [42], image restoration [38], [43], style transfer [38], [44], and interpreting the latent directions [45], [46]. The proposed method is motivated by the observation that feature maps of pre-trained GAN generators contain rich and semantic structure information. A similar idea has been studied by [47] and [48], where [47] uses pre-trained GAN features for few-shot image annotation generation and [48] utilizes GAN prior to perform unsupervised semantic segmentation. [47], [48] can only perform pixel-aligned translation like image-to-segmentation and cannot work well on domains with structural changes. In this work, we significantly expand the application scope of this idea to domain-scalable image translation by anchoring images from different visual domains to a shared GANs prior.

GAN priors to UNIT. More relevant to our work, a few works have exploited pretrained GANs for unidirectional UNIT tasks [49], [50], i.e., GAN-to-Any UNIT. FreezeG [51] freezes the early layers of GANs and optimizes the other layers to generate images of target domains in adversarial training. It only supports mappings from the domain of pretrained GANs to other visual domains. In addition, it does not guarantee a good perceptual structure alignment between translated images. For example, if the target domain only has frontal faces, the fine-tuned GAN can hardly generate side-view faces regardless of input images. Instead, we propose a latent space anchoring algorithm that effectively aligns the perceptual structure of images from different domains, enabling a domain-scalable UNIT despite the limitation of the domain dataset.

3 METHOD

3.1 Overview

In this work, we study a new challenging UNIT task, which aims at efficiently incorporating new visual domains to a learned UNIT model. The key idea of the proposed latent space anchoring method is to use the latent space of a pretrained GAN as the anchor, where each visual domain is aligned independently during training (Fig. 3a). Then during inference, we can achieve a domain-scalable UNIT by encoding any available domain to the GAN’s latent space, then decode the latent vector to any other domain by encoding any available domain to the GAN’s latent space. (c) During inference, we can use the trained encoder and regressor to perform translation between any two domains, as well as generate well-aligned multi-domain images by sampling from the GAN’s latent space.
model $G$ that maps Gaussian noise $z$ to RGB images. In general, generator $G$ can be split into the feature generator $G_{\text{feat}}$ and the last ToRGB layer which has only one or a few neural network layers, i.e., $G = \text{ToRGB} \circ G_{\text{feat}}$.

To align a new domain $A$ to the latent space of generator $G$, we train an encoder model $E_A$ and a regressor model $R_A$ jointly. We first apply $E_A$ to encode input image $x_A$ to $G$’s latent code $z_A$ to generate a visually pleasing RGB image $x_{\text{rgb}}$ (Sec. 3.2):

$$z_A = E_A(x_A), \quad f_A = G_{\text{feat}}(z_A), \quad x_{\text{rgb}} = \text{ToRGB}(f_A).$$

(1)

Then, we align the perceptual structure of the input image $x_A$ and the generated $x_{\text{rgb}}$ by equivalently regressing GAN’s feature maps to $\hat{x}_A$ with the regressor model $R_A$, where

$$\hat{x}_A = R_A(f_A).$$

(2)

### 3.2 Image Encoding

Since there are not any matched pairs $x_A$ and $x_{\text{rgb}}$ in UNIT setting, learning to reconstruct $x_{\text{rgb}}$ from $x_A$ [38], [44] is infeasible. Existing literature [38], [39], [53] shows that the distance between latent code $w$ and mean latent code $\bar{w}$ can be used to evaluate the quality of images generated by StyleGAN [53]. We found that the regularization on latent code $z$ can make $z$ be close to the normal distribution $\mathcal{N}(0, I)$.

For standard GANs, e.g. BigGAN [10], we apply regularization to the encoded latent as

$$L_{\text{latent}} = \|E_A(x_A)\|_2^2.$$  

(3)

For style-based GANs [9], [52], [53], we encode the image into the $W^+$ latent space, and the objective function becomes $L_{\text{latent}} = \|E_A(x_A) - \bar{w}\|_2^2$.

Besides $L_{\text{latent}}$, the adversarial training between $\hat{x}_{\text{rgb}}$ and real image set $\mathcal{X}_{\text{rgb}}$ is optionally used to enforce $z$ to be on the latent space of pretrained GANs,

$$L_{\text{adv}} = E_{x_{\text{rgb}} \sim \mathcal{X}_{\text{rgb}}} [\log D_A(x_{\text{rgb}})] + E_{x_A \sim \mathcal{X}_A} [\log(1 - D_A(G(E_A(x_A)))]$$

(4)

where $D_A$ is the discriminator for domain $A$.

### 3.3 Latent Space Anchoring

**Training.** To align images from multiple domains in GAN’s feature representation space, we propose a latent space anchoring method to align each visual domain with the latent space of a pretrained GAN, independently. The training objective for a single domain is

$$L_{\text{total}} = \lambda_{\text{rec}} L_{\text{rec}} + \lambda_{\text{latent}} L_{\text{latent}} + \lambda_{\text{adv}} L_{\text{adv}}.$$  

(5)

$\lambda_{\text{rec}}, \lambda_{\text{latent}},$ and $\lambda_{\text{adv}}$ are weights of loss terms, respectively. $L_{\text{latent}}$ and $L_{\text{adv}}$ push latent features towards the latent space of the generator. $L_{\text{rec}}$ is the reconstruction loss which ensures the regressor $R_A$ reconstructs realistic images of domain $A$,

$$L_{\text{rec}} = \|\hat{x}_A - x_A\|_2^2.$$  

(6)

With Eq. 5, the perceptual alignment of domain $A$ and pretrained latent space is achieved by the inductive bias of models, i.e., the easiest way for models to reconstruct realistic images of domain $A$ from latent features is to project samples with the same perceptual structure into the same latent feature. More empirical analysis of the three loss terms can be found in Fig. 12. During training, the encoder $E_A$ learns to anchor multi-domain images to the same latent feature space and the regressor $R_A$ learns to recover multi-domain images from the latent feature space, while the pre-trained generator $G$ is fixed.

It is of the pivotal importance to find a semantically rich latent space where images from different domains can be anchored to. Fig. 4 shows randomly sampled feature maps right before the ToRGB layer in StyleGAN2 [9], where features of individual channels show rich, aligned, and diverse semantic structure information, i.e., the perceptual structure. Motivated by this, we use feature maps before the ToRGB layer in GAN generators as the shared anchor ground for every domain.

**Inference.** As illustrated in Fig. 3c, the GANs latent space serves as a hub of all the domains, such that the encoders and regressors of different modalities can be arbitrarily combined to translate images from either input images (i.e., cross-domain image translation) or random noises (i.e., multi-domain image dataset generation). Assume we have trained encoders and regressors for domain $A$ and domain $B$. When a new domain $C$ comes, we only need to train an encoder $E_C$ and a regressor $R_C$ for domain $C$, where the training process is identical to that of domain $A$ and domain $B$. The images of domain $C$ are aligned with those of domains $A$ and $B$ via the generative latent space $\mathcal{H}$, thus image translation can be performed between any two of these domains.

1. For domains such as landmark maps and sketch drawings shown in Fig. 3c, the MSE loss function is adopted as the reconstruction loss. For domains such as semantic segmentation maps, the cross-entropy loss is adopted.
4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Datasets

In the experiments, we evaluate the proposed method on several datasets of multi-domain images. The first dataset consists of facial images from four domains: RGB images, semantic segmentation masks, sketch drawings, and landmark maps. The RGB images come from CelebAMask-HQ [54]. The facial segmentation masks come from CelebAMask-HQ [54], consisting of 30,000 maps of 19 semantic classes. The sketch drawings come from CUHK Face Sketch FERET Database (CUFSF) [55], [56], consisting of 1,194 facial sketch images. The facial landmarks are extracted from FFHQ [53] using the face pose estimator [57] implemented in Dlib toolkit [58]. We aggregate the 68 landmarks to one channel to facilitate the training of image translation baselines. The second dataset consists of human and animal facial images from four domains: human facial images, dog facial images, cat facial images, and wild facial images. The animal images come from the AFHQ dataset [8], and the human faces come from the CelebAMask-HQ dataset [54]. The third dataset consists of natural images from two domains: ImageNet RGB images [59] and foreground object segmentation masks that are extracted by an off-the-shelf method [60], [61].

4.1.2 Network and learning details

Our encoder network architecture follows the pSp encoder [39] which is based on a feature pyramid over the ResNet backbone [62]. The StyleGAN2 [9] and the BigGAN-deep [10] are used as the pretrained generators for face and ImageNet image translation, respectively. The StyleGAN2 [9] is pretrained on CelebAMask-HQ [54], while the BigGAN-deep [10] is pretrained on ImageNet [59]. We embed images into either 128-dimensional $z$ space of BigGAN-deep or 18 $W^+$ space of StyleGAN2. The regressor is a 6-layer fully convolutional network with feature map channels of $(128, 64, 64, 32, 32)$. ReLU activation and batch normalization are adopted after every convolutional layer except the last layer.

For all experiments, our models are trained with the Adam [63] optimizer using 200k iterations, a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$, and a batch size of 4. For the training objective, $\lambda_{\text{latent}} = 0.005$, $\lambda_{\text{adv}} = 0.01$, $\lambda_{\text{rec}} = 1$ for the segmentation domain, and $\lambda_{\text{rec}} = 10$ for the sketch and landmark domains. For all translation tasks, we follow the original training/test split. Random 80%/20% split is adopted if the original split is not provided. All images are resized to $256 \times 256$.

4.1.3 Evaluation metrics

We compute FID [64] to evaluate the quality of translated images. All of the paired visual domains, except sketch-to-face, have pairwise annotations. We compute LPIPS [65] between translations and ground truth images to evaluate the correspondences learned by UNIT methods.

4.2 Method Results

4.2.1 UNIT of RGB, segmentation, sketch, and landmark

Fig. 5 shows several examples of facial image translation by our method. The first column shows the input image, and the rest columns show the translations to four domains. We show the reconstruction results if the input and output domains are identical. Fig. 5 demonstrates that our method achieves robust translations between any two domains with diverse facial appearance details, genders, and head poses.
Fig. 6: Unpaired image translation results delivered by our method between domains of CelebaHQ [54], AFHQ-dog [8], AFHQ-cat [8], and AFHQ-wild [8].

4.2.2 UNIT of cat, dog, wild, and human face

Fig. 6 shows examples of translation between domains of cat, dog, wild, and human face with a StylGAN2 backbone pretrained on the CelebAMask-HQ dataset [54]. Fig. 6 shows that our method achieves faithful AFHQ ↔ CelebaHQ translations. The shapes, face appearances, and expressions of translations well follow those of the inputs. The color of human skin is bound with the color of fur of the animal face. In addition, the 4th example in Fig. 6 shows that the head pose (e.g., orientation) of translation is consistent with the pose of the input.

4.2.3 UNIT of facial attributes

Fig. 7 shows the results of our method for facial attribute translation. We select five different attributes from CelebAMask-HQ [54], including Gender, Mouth Slightly Open, Wavy Hair, No Beard, and Bald, as they cover human facial information from global structures to local details. The attribute translation task is formulated as a multi-domain UNIT task, where each domain corresponds to a positive/negative attribute. As shown in Fig. 7, our method generates vivid images and changes the attributes of input images accurately. It demonstrates that our method can work on UNIT tasks with some degree of perceptual structure change.

4.2.4 UNIT of mask and natural image

Fig. 8 shows segmentation-to-RGB translation results of our method on six different ImageNet classes [59]. Thanks to the BigGAN-deep generator backbone [10], the synthesized images are highly realistic and distinct. The synthesized images faithfully follow the shapes provided in segmentation masks. Although the input segmentation masks are imperfect, e.g., the right ear of the cat is missing, our method learns a robust mapping between segmentation masks and RGB images to restore the unreasonable parts of masks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Facial Images</th>
<th>ImageNet Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>seg→face</td>
<td>sketch→face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FID↓</td>
<td>LPIPS↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CycleGAN [1]</td>
<td>132.6</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUT [3]</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNIT [24]</td>
<td>212.1</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarGANv2 [8]</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIT++ [6]</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent Anchor (ours)</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Here, we compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods on two UNIT settings: standard multi-domain UNIT (see Sec. 4.3.1) and domain-scalable UNIT (see Sec. 4.3.2). We also compare our method with three pretrained GANs-based UNIT methods in Sec. 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Standard multi-domain UNIT setting

Baseline methods. We compare five UNIT methods, including three representative dual-domain methods, i.e., CycleGAN [1], CUT [3], and MUNIT [24], and two representative multi-domain methods, i.e., StarGANv2 [8] and DRIT++ [6].

Quantitative results. Table 2 shows that our method achieves the best FID and LPIPS in most cases. CUT [3] shows the best performance for segmentation-to-face. We conjecture it is because the outputs of CUT [3] does not strictly match the input segmentation map and thus have a higher diversity. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for standard UNIT tasks.

Qualitative results. Fig. 9 shows a qualitative comparison of the baseline methods for translating between multiple domains of facial images. The first row shows the results of translating an RGB image to a sketch (drawing). Both DRIT++ [6] and our method show reasonable results. DRIT++ is basically built upon feature style transfer, thus its synthesis images look sharper but contain more visual artifacts, as shown in the first example of Fig. 9. The second row shows the results of translating semantic segmentation to RGB images. Our method delivers the most vivid and realistic translation result. CUT [3] is the second-best method for segmentation to RGB images due to its effective contrastive learning framework.

In Fig. 10, we qualitatively compare our method with the dual-domain UNIT methods for translating foreground segmentation masks to ImageNet images. Our method delivers vivid dog and plane images. The baseline methods show poorer performances on this task, mainly because there are fewer training samples (i.e., 1000 images per domain) in this experiment, compared against the segmentation-to-face experiment (27k images per domain).
Fig. 12: An ablation study of our training objectives by removing one loss at a time. We show the (top) reconstructed segmentation masks and the (bottom) generated RGB images. “- Rec”: removing the reconstruction loss in Eq. 6. “- Latent”: removing the latent regularization loss in Eq. 3. “- Adv.”: removing the adversarial loss in Eq. 4.

Fig. 13: A comparison of pretrained GANs-based unpaired image translation methods for RGB-to-sketch and RGB-to-segmentation translations.

4.3.2 Domain-scalable UNIT setting

The task is to extend an off-the-shelf UNIT model (e.g., trained for segmentation maps and RGB images) to a new visual domain (e.g., sketch drawings) provided a set of images of the new domain.

Baseline methods. We compare our method with a multi-domain method DRIT++ [6] and an unrestricted-domain method ComboGAN [35]. For the pretrained dual-domain DRIT++ [6] model, we fine-tune it with the data of all three available domains. For the pretrained dual-domain ComboGAN [35] model, we add an encoder and a decoder that optimize the cyclic consistency loss between the sketch domain and both two existing domains.

Qualitative results. Fig. 11 shows qualitative results of the domain-scalable UNIT setting. First, the proposed method generates more visually-pleasing facial images compared with baseline methods even on existing domains, i.e., segmentation-to-RGB, thanks to the powerful pretrained GANs generator. Moreover, for the newly added sketch domain, sketch images translated by the proposed method are better aligned to the input segmentation masks than the baseline methods. The two baseline methods cannot well align the perceptual structure of the new domain to those of previous domains. The results validate the superior scalability of our method for new visual domains.

4.3.3 Pretrained GANs-based UNIT methods

Baseline methods. FreezeG [51] and Cartoon-StyleGAN [66] are pretrained GANs-based UNIT methods. To extend to new visual domains, they freeze the lower layers of GANs generators while fine-tuning the other layers. To make them be able to encode images into GAN’s latent space, we adopt an effective optimization-based GAN inversion method [67].

Qualitative results. Fig. 13 shows that the two baseline methods fail to achieve a good visual alignment of inputs and predictions. For the face-to-sketch translation, all training sketch drawings are of frontal faces in the CUFSF dataset [55], such that the adversarial learning scheme adopted by the baseline methods limits them to generate sketches of frontal faces only. However, our method is based on feature reconstruction that the perceptual structures of generated images well follow those of the inputs. For face-to-segmentation UNIT, the hair segmentation maps predicted by the baseline methods are not accurate enough that the hairs are mistakenly recognized as shadows around faces. Our method predicts a more accurate segmentation map. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our latent space anchoring algorithm for aligning visual domains via the latent space of pretrained GANs.

4.4 Ablation Study

We further conduct various ablation experiments to examine the effects of various pipeline design choices.

4.4.1 Learning objectives

Fig. 12 studies the effects of the three loss terms in our training objectives, including the reconstruction loss, latent regularization loss, and adversarial loss, by separately removing one of them during training. Fig. 12 shows that the reconstruction loss is vital for our framework, as removing it results in a fail reconstruction of both images and segmentation masks. It validates that the reconstruction loss plays an key role in aligning the structures of images from different domains. Removing the latent regularization loss results in the distortion of generated images, because the encoder fails to embed input images into the latent space of GANs. The adversarial loss enhances the fidelity of the generated images, making them contain richer colors, textures, and background information. The results shown in Fig. 12 are in line with our intuition for devising the three learning objectives.

4.4.2 Training iteration

Fig. 14 visualizes the evolution of model results during training. Within the first 400 training iterations, the gener-
Fig. 14: The evolution of (top) reconstructed masks and (bottom) generated RGB images during training.

TABLE 3: Ablation studies of the input feature map size and network architecture for the regressor. Results are reported on segmentation-to-RGB task with a StyleGAN2 generator backbone [9] pretrained on FFHQ dataset [53]. The “All” in the column of Feature size denotes all the feature maps from $4 \times 4$ to $256 \times 256$ are concatenated as the input of regressor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Feature size</th>
<th>Regressor</th>
<th>FID↓</th>
<th>KID$\times10^4$↓</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>LPIPS↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latent Anchor (ours)</td>
<td>$256 \times 256$</td>
<td>6 conv layers</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablation of feature size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4 \times 4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>201.5</td>
<td>199.0</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$16 \times 16$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>188.9</td>
<td>217.7</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64 \times 64$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$128 \times 128$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>116.2</td>
<td>116.2</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>129.8</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablation of regressor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 conv layers</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 ResBlocks</td>
<td></td>
<td>155.1</td>
<td>151.0</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15: A comparison of generator backbones pretrained on different datasets for unpaired image translation from AFHQ-wild to AFHQ-cat [8].

4.4.3 Pretrained GANs Prior
We study the effect of generator backbones pretrained on different datasets for the translation from AFHQ-wild to AFHQ-cat [8]. As shown in Fig. 15, different pretrained generator priors lead to different visual results, while all three GAN priors deliver decent image translation results, indicating the robustness of our method. In addition, when the GAN generator is pretrained on either the input or output domain, the results would contain slightly more fine-grained details. For example, the AFHQ-cat and AFHQ-wild results in Fig. 15 show more texture details on the cat faces.

4.4.4 Input feature maps of Regressor
We further study which feature maps of a StyleGAN2 [9] are more effective for the proposed method. Table 3 shows that the translation performances are better with higher-level feature maps, because the low-level feature maps contain fewer perceptual structures, leading to a worse latent space anchoring effect. Concatenating all the generator feature maps from $4 \times 4$ to $256 \times 256$ also achieves a poor performance. We conjecture it is because there are too many feature channels, which would lead to an over-strong regressor that fails the latent space anchoring process.

4.4.5 Network architecture of Regressor
As discussed above, the latent space anchoring method limits the representation ability of regressors. However, a very weak regressor would not well decode the feature maps to multi-domain images. The bottom of Table 3 studies different regressor network architectures, including 3 conv layers, 6 conv layers, and 6 ResNet blocks [62]. The 6 conv layers perform the best. 3 conv layers perform slightly worse than 6 conv layers. 6 ResNet blocks are much more powerful than the aforementioned two networks, but they show a poor performance since they corrupt the weak regressor assumption.

4.5 User Study
We conduct a user study to subjectively compare the performance of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods. We choose the segmentation map $\rightarrow$ face UNIT task, and randomly collect 300 sets of samples from the image translation results to form a sample pool. For each user, we randomly select 15 sets of samples from the pool, where each set consists of an input image and the translated images from six comparison methods (CycleGAN [1], CUT [3], MUNIT [24], DRIT++ [6], ComboGAN [35], and our
TABLE 4: A user study on segmentation map $\rightarrow$ face task. “Visual Quality Votes”: the percentage of a method that obtains the best visual quality votes. “Structure Match Votes”: the percentage of a method that obtains the best structure match votes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual Quality Votes (%)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>81.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure Match Votes (%)</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>39.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16: Generating high-resolution high-fidelity multi-domain and multimodal images via sampling from the latent space of StyleGAN2-FFHQ [9]. In each example, upper left shows the image generated by originally encoded $W^+$. The rest three RGB images are the corresponding multimodal generations obtained by replacing the 5-th to 18-th (left) and 7-th to 18-th (right) $W^+$ of StyleGAN2 [9] with random variables.

Fig. 17: A progressive synthesis of human faces from coarse-grained to fine-grained semantic segmentation masks. Our method can translate the multi-domain inputs easily via anchoring them to the latent space of GANs.

4.6 Additional Applications

4.6.1 Multimodal multi-domain dataset synthesis

Since our method aligns multi-domain images to the latent space of pretrained powerful GANs, we can generate infinite well-aligned, high-resolution, and highly realistic multimodal multi-domain images by sampling from the latent space of generators. As shown in Fig. 16, the landmark maps, semantic segmentation maps, sketch drawings are generated along with the RGB images (the upper left ones). In addition to multi-domain generation, our method also supports generating multimodal images (i.e., images with different appearance details as presented in MUNIT [24] and DRIT [25]) by replacing the $W^+$ latent variables of StyleGAN2 [9] with randomly sampled variables. Fig. 16 shows the semantic structures of multi-modal RGB images are highly aligned with the multi-domain generations. The multi-domain and multimodal image generation would benefit many downstream visual analysis tasks, such as generating a large number of data samples to augment existing multi-domain image datasets.

4.6.2 Progressive image translation

Different users may prefer using inputs of various annotation levels for image translation. Here we show a progressive image translation example in Fig. 17, where the segmentation masks vary from coarse-grained to fine-grained annotations. We train encoders and regressors for these four types of segmentation inputs individually. Thanks to latent space anchoring, we unify multiple image domains easily by anchoring new visual domains to the latent space of GANs. In inference, more fine-grained segmentation masks are inferred based on previous ones, providing a series of segmentation maps of different annotation levels to users.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we address a new challenge of unpaired image translation, i.e., domain-scalable UNIT, and presented a novel latent space anchoring method to address this new challenge. Our method aligns different visual domains to the latent space of pretrained GANs generator via learning to reconstruct images on single domains. We have comprehensively evaluated our method on diverse domains including human faces, animal faces, and ImageNet images with StyleGAN2 [9] and BigGAN-deep [10] as the generator backbones. Quantitative, qualitative, and user study results have validated that our method achieves superior performance compared with previous UNIT methods for standard and domain-scalable UNIT tasks.

6 Limitation and Ethical Statement

Limitation. One limitation of our method is that it is devised for aligning perceptual structures of images. Therefore, only visual domains having similar perceptual structures can be incorporated into this framework. For instance, human facial images, human facial segmentation masks, and animal facial images can be aligned. However, human facial images and ImageNet foreground segmentation masks would not be well aligned as they have different perceptual structures in datasets. In the future, we plan to resolve this limitation by incorporating deformable models [68], [69], semantic layouts [70], [71], or geometric priors [72], [73].

Ethical Statement. The proposed method is a general multi-domain image translation framework. As shown by the experimental results, our method can be used in human and animal face translation, which is considered a potential ethical issue. To prevent the abusive usage of the proposed method, the codes and model checkpoints of the human/animation translation are not released to the public. They are only released to researchers upon formal requests and can only be used for research purposes.
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Appendix

An intuitive explanation of latent space anchoring. To align images from multiple domains in GAN’s feature representation space, we propose the latent space anchoring method. Here we additionally provide an intuitive explanation of this method, i.e., why the single-domain anchoring results in an alignment of multiple domains in the latent space.

First, it is of the pivotal importance to find a semantically rich latent space where images from different domains can be anchored to. Fig. 4 shows randomly sampled feature maps right before the ToRGB layer in StyleGAN2 [9], where features of individual channels show rich, aligned, and diverse semantic structure information, i.e., the perceptual structure. Motivated by this, we adopt feature maps before the ToRGB layer in GAN generators as the shared anchor ground for every domain.

Based on the pre-defined generator feature space as the anchor ground, our goal is to minimize the semantic distance between the input and the translated image, where the semantic distance is defined by the feature distance in the shared latent space. Ideally, these two images should have the same semantics but the appearance should belong to different domains. However, one cannot directly minimize the semantic distance as there is no paired training data in UNIT tasks.

Instead, we minimize two uni-domain anchoring distances, which upper bound the semantic distance between the input and the translated features based on the triangle inequality. Fig. 18 illustrates the way we perform latent space anchoring. Let \( x_A \) be an image from domain \( A \). Recall Eq. 2, \( x_A \) is translated to a domain \( B \) image \( x_A \rightarrow B = R_B(G_{\text{feat}}(E_A(x_A))) \). The goal of image translation is to minimize \( \| f_{A \rightarrow B} − f_A \| \). Because of the triangle inequality,

\[
\| f_{A \rightarrow B} − f_A \|^2 ≤ \| f_{A \rightarrow B} − f^*_A \|^2 + \| f_A − f^*_A \|^2, \tag{7}
\]

where \( f^* \) is the shared ideal anchor point in pre-defined generator feature space. Eq. 7 tells that the intractable minimization of the perceptual discrepancy can be transformed into the tractable minimization of \( \| f − f_A \|^2 \) on two single image domains, individually, as illustrated in Eq. 5.
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